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grasp in that instance of the non-systemntic some of its dis---
tinctive characters or symptoms. Our fir .t discovery, then,
was that an empirical method of observati. and analysis
could reveal a great number of ways in whi h the result might
occur, but it offered no promise of provid g a complete list
of all the ways. Our second discovery was hat an a priori 
method yielded an unmanageable variety of d t different
combinauions of distinct alternatives. Even though distinct
stages of the process were summed up in formu aw, still every
possible combination of numerical values sati: ying the formulae
offered a different alternative, and combinati ns of these
alternatives defined the different ways.
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Now t is geogrea-wr general argument can be set
forth in more concret fashion inasmuch as the reader can be
offered the materials or two insights. The first insight will
be a grasp of the non- ystonetic in a familiar case. The second
will be a grasp of the ame lack of system in the arregate of
concrete patterns of di ergin7 series of conditions.
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However, the.reader is already acquainted with this general
argument, and he now desires a more detailed account of its
meaning and implications. Accordingly, we shall first illustrate
set forth an illustration of the non-systematic and then provide
an opportunity
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7l. PJj pecurxt
6.55	 However, b sides the foregoing general case, there
is also a range of particLlar cases. In the last analysis, they
reduce to the gaxxx genera case. But the last analysis is not
reached at once and, in th meantim time, there is the possibility
of the accurate deduction rid prediction of fully determinate
events. Accordingly, we ha to define the particular show how
it escaoes the logic of the iverging series of conditions, and
finally argue that this °seen is never complete.

The patticular rise will be named a scheme. Its
abstract or theoretical compo nt is some classical law or combina—
tion of laws, such that there rises a mutual fulfilment of
conditions. Its concrete or fa tusl component is such a conjunction
of things or events that, in vi tue of the law or laws, the
conjunction leads to another, t 	 ethJr leads to a third, the
third leads to a fourth, until e entually the inL.tial conjunction

recurs. Such schemes may be e;tremely simple or extremely
complex. They may involve any nuaber of intermediaries or,
in the ease of straight-forwerd c ntinuity, none at all. Moreover,
schemes may be combined, so that I will function if any one or
two or n function. Finally, schem s may emerge in a conditioned
series, such that the later become oossible when the earlier are
functioning.

The conspicuous exam le of the scheme of recurrence
is of course the planetary system. 	 ut the whole of natuee seems
full of oscillations, rhythms, alte ations, recurrences, from
the elementary processes of physics 	 the technological, economic,
and political inventionsAof man. Fi lly, when such patterns
of recurrent 0111 actnity are sub itted to analysis, they are
found to involve the tuo elements of m scheme, the theoretical
component of inter-related laws and t factual component of a
conjunction that through the laws brin s forth its own recurrence.

Clearly, such sahma Sc'mes do not suppress the
principle that no event is uncoeditione • Nor do they prevent
each event from having many conditions. None the less, though
the diverging series of conditions rema s it has been brought
to heel. For the scheme itself takes  ca \e of its positive conditions,
all of which are included within classes f events, and every
event within the alasses keeps recurring ecause the others do
in a perpetual vicious circle.

There is, then, an escape om the unpredictability
implicit in the diverging series of conditions. Were astronomers
mrely in possession of full and exact knol edge of all natural
laws, they still would be stuck with their body problem, thaw is,
with the task of finding a general solution to the problem of
determining the trajectories of three bodie when their initial
positions and zeimmitios momenta were given. In fact, astronomers
operate in the li7ht of an imaginative synth sis; Ptolemy's
mistaken imaginative synthesis yielded fair sults; Copernicus!
simpler imaginative synthesis combined with a more accurate
knowledge of laws enables men to predict with remarkable accuracy
the movements, not merely of three bodies, but of the sun, the
planets, their satellites, the comets, and evel asteroids.

Still, this escape is not compl te. The periodicity
of our planetary system offers no guarantee ae:enst internal
disruption of its members or against the intrds on of some
external body like a bull into our china shop. XON801113;
Thelelanetary system secures its own perpetuity enly if certain
negative conditions are fulfilled, and over those negative
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conditions it exerc ses no control. Moreover, just as the planetary
system is not a proo of its own survival, so it is not the groand
of its own mergence. A scheme is a matter, not merely of a
combination of laws, • t also of a hapry conjunction of things
or events. That conj ction has to take place before the scheme
can begin to function, nd so the scheme has its origin in a
combination which it di not generate.

Now one ra 7ht like to suppose that, just as there
are schemes, so too ther is an over-all scheme, an ultimate
Imaginative synthesis, on which there could be based accurate
predictions of the emergen e and survival of lesser Ishamaz schemes.
Such would be the affirmat on of mechanist determinism. But, as
we have seen, complete and ;xact knowledge of all laws would
Include a systematic unific,tion of laws bat without involving
an imaginttive synthesis eitaer of the concrete unfoxlding of
this universe or/any other s,blect to the same laws. Moreover,
an over-all scheme would have not only a t'Aoretical component,
constituted by laws in combin-tion, but also a factual component,
constituted by an initial conjv ction that the over-all scheme
Itself could not bring about.	 inally, the issue before us is
to be settled, not by what one ir;ht like to think, but by the
evidence; and the evidence is th t the concrete, historical
unfolding of this world process nvolves a conspicuous use of
he statistical techniques of lar ,e numbers and long intervals
of time. It seems to follow that the over-all intelligibllity
of our world process is, not in ac ord with the assumptions of
mechanist determinism, butAsome di ferent view that assigns a
due place to statistical laws, Aft r all, machines are constructed
and function withinAschemes, andApc ,mes emerge, survive, and
are superseded without systemm,ic di erqence from the probabilities.
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Avtit,,),1;.01 
6.56	 Yid have been endeavoring to indicate in precise
terms both the indetermrnacy of the abstract and the consequent
statistical residues.

In brief, the indeterminacy of the abstract is
the indeterminacy of the ,lanket proviso, "other things being
equal." Classical laws a	 said to hold in the concrete,
provided ether tinings are ,,qual, but no one specifies what the
other thins are or in nil, their equality consists.

There is goo reason for this nmitt:: omission.
For a fully detormi.:.atp eve t in the Fieneral case depends upon
the fulfilment of a diverr,inz series of positive and nerrative
conditions. Tle conditions tt each remove in the series ncit
only become more numerous bui also scatter in space and in time.
Finary, the patterns of sue d.vergirp: series form an enormous,
non-systematic amregate.

It is true thal tlere are schemes of recurrence.
Granted any of a long series • suitable initial conjunctions,
the operation of classic 1 law: will tend to repeat the
initial conjunction indefinite y. Still, there is only a
tendency and not an absolute n:cessity, for here too ther 	
rules the blanot proviso, othe thinr.s being equal7 or is
there any evidence to support t o affirrintion of some over-all
scheme to rerularize the omer-erce arn- the survival of lesser
schemes.

The 7eneral case, then, is the universal case.
In the 1st analysis, events dope d upon a non-systematic
a.7reaue of d patterns of diver 7 ng series of con(]itions.
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